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►►► Economy 

 
The Telegraph 
► Eurozone policymakers gear up to deliver stronger monetary 
firepower by the end of the year 
The European Central Bank faces a new fight with deflation as the global... 
 
International Business Times 
► China’s GDP Growth Falls To 6.9% In Third Quarter, Slowest Since 
2009 
China’s economic growth slowed to 6.9 percent in the third quarter of the 
year, down from 7 percent in the first two quarters. 

►►► Politics 

 
WBP Online 
►  Swiss Right Makes Gains Over Migration 
The anti-immigration Swiss People's Party made big gains in Switzerland’s 
parliamentary elections on Sunday, according to projections, after a 
campaign centered around immigration and asylum-seekers.  
 
Business Insider 
►  Syria is a 3-sided disaster 
After over four years of fighting, the civil war in Syria is still clearly nowhere 
near its end.  

►►► Opinions 

 
Declan Fallon 
►  Bulls' Short Squeeze Continues  
On Friday, bulls continued to squeeze shorts. This time I was thankful not to 
attack it as a short, but there didn't appear to be a lack of others on the wrong 
side of the trade.  
 
James Picerno 
►  US housing sentiment builds, US Treasury yields, EURUSD 
Monday’s a quiet day for economic reports. The main exception: the October 
update on sentiment in the US home-building industry. 

►►► Currencies 

 
FXStreet 
►  USD/CHF drops to hourly 20-SMA, risk-off returns 
The USD/CHF pair faced a double whammy in early moves from broad 
US dollar weakness and from resurfacing risk-off sentiment as the mixed 
China data remain a drag.  
 
RTT News 
►  Commodity Currencies Rebound As China GDP Beats Estimates  
Commodity currencies such as the Australian, the New Zealand and the 
Canadian dollars recovered from its recent lows against their most major 
counterparts in the Asian session on Monday, after Chinese GDP for... 

►►► Markets 

 
The Business Times 
►  China mounts gold liquidity grab as London market reforms 
As the London gold market enters its next phase of reform, a sense of 
urgency is key because competitors, including commodity consuming giant 
China, are poised with new products to grab liquidity and global influence.  
 
Reuters 
►  Asia stocks near two-month highs on encouraging China data 
Asian shares held two-month highs on Monday as a batch of Chinese data 
showed the economy slowing while still managing to reassure investors it was 
not in danger of a hard landing. 

►►► Top Videos 

 
CNBC 
►  Will the ECB take new action this week? 
The European Central Bank is most likely to hold and wait for more data, 
says Manish Singh, strategist and head of investments at Crossbridge 
Capital.  
 
Bloomberg 
►  Saudi Arabia Said to Delay Contractor Payments 
Saudi Arabia is delaying payments to government contractors as the slump 
in oil prices pushes the country into a deficit for the first time.  
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Disclaimer 
Everything in this article, including opinions and figures, is provided for informational purposes only and may not be interpreted as financial advice or solicitation of 
products. Dukascopy group assume no responsibility for the completeness or the accuracy of any data contained in this article. Financial figures indicated in this 
article have not been verified by the Dukascopy group. Views, opinions and analyses are those of the author of the article, and are not endorsed by the Dukascopy 
group.  
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